A complete list of all 1Zdimensional even unimodular lattices over Q (3) is given. Theta series are used to verify that the list of those with 2-vectors is complete. It is proved that there is a unique lattice with no 2-vectors and the Siegel mass formula gives the order of its automorphism group. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc.
[MO] was first to prove that this lattice was the unique one of dimension 8. Witt [W] showed that there are exactly two 16-dimensional even unimodular lattices, E, I E, and an indecomposable lattice associated to the root system D,,. At the same time, Witt stated that there were more than ten distinct 24-dimensional even unimodular lattices. In 1967, Leech CL] discovered a remarkable 24-dimensional even unimodular lattice in connection with dense sphere packings. The automorphism group of this lattice is Conway's perfect group .O which yields his finite simple groups .l, .2, and .3. There are now several good descriptions of the Leech lattice and we cite just two: [C, MH] . Niemeier [N] completed the classification of the 24-dimensional even unimodular lattices by applying Kneser's "neighborhood method." Niemeier showed that there are exactly 24 such lattices. Each lattice is uniquely determined by its root system and the Leech lattice is the only lattice corresponding to the empty root system. Niemeier's approach required extensive calculations and makes the completeness of the enumeration very difficult to verify. Furthermore, the list of the 23 nonempty root systems was somewhat mysterious. Adopting an approach based on modular forms and coding theory, Venkov [V] was able to clear up the mystery and give an alternate proof of the Leech-Niemeier-Witt classification. Still other proofs of the completeness have appeared recently [CS, Er] using the Siegel mass formula.
In dimensions greater than 24, the number of Z-lattices increases exponentially and complete classifications seem virtually impossible. In particular, there are at least 80 million 32-dimensional lattices.
Our investigations involve positive definite integral lattices over the quadratic number field Q(d).
This field is especially interesting because its fundamental unit E = (1 + fi)/2 ( sometimes referred to as the "golden section" unit with "divine proportion") enters into several number-theoretic subjects such as: Fibonacci and Lucas sequences, Mersenne primes, rational approximations, Pisot-Vijayaraghaven and Salem numbers, etc. From the arithmetic of quadratic forms viewpoint, the following theorem of Siegel [Sill is significant. Siegel proved that the only totally real algebraic number field (other than Q) where every totally positive integer is expressible as a sum of integer squares is a($).
Moreover, this Lagrangian-type theorem for Q( 3) is even better than the corresponding theorem over Z. In Z[s], every totally positive integer is the sum of at most three squares [Ml] .
Positive definite even unimodular EC&]-lattices exist only in dimensions which are multiples of 4. Maass [M] proved that there is precisely one 4-dimensional one which we denote by F4. He also showed that there are only the two lattices F, I F4 and E, of dimension 8. It follows from computations of the Siegel mass formula that the number of such lattices of dimension 12 is small, while the number of lattices of dimension 16 exceeds 3.7 million. This suggested that further algebraic classification of even unimodular lattices over Q (fi) was feasible only for dimension 12. In this paper we do exactly this.
Our approach is based on a combination of Venkov's method, Siegel's mass formula as well as his formula for degree one Hilbert-Eisenstein series, Kneser's neighborhood method, and other algebraic arguments. A certain amount of computer usage (mostly in the computation of orthogonal groups) is also involved. We shall show that there are exactly 15 inequivalent even unimodular Z[s]-lattices of dimension 12. We shall completely enumerate these lattices, including one (and only one) with empty root system. It follows from the theory of modular forms that the theta series of this lattice with empty root system, when restricted to the diagonal, yields the elliptic modular form which is precisely the theta series of the Leech lattice. While the number 15 may seem unnatural, there is an interpretation where exactly 12 distinct 24-dimensional Z-lattices are associated with our 12-dimensional Z[s]-lattices.
We now give a brief description of the contents of this paper. In Section 0 we give a few basic notions that will be used throughout the paper. In Section 1 we specialize Siegel's analytical mass formula to the genus of even unimodular Z[&]-lattices of rank m and calculate the numerical values for m < 16. In Section 2 we prove two crucial reduction steps. Namely, as in Venkov's approach to the classical case of 24-dimensional Z-lattices, we shall show that the admissible nonempty root lattices in our m = 12 case over Q(J3) must have maximal 2-rank (i.e., these root lattices must have rank 12) and all of the irreducible components of a root lattice must have the same Coxeter number. This reduces the number of possibilities considerably. Altogether there are 19 such possibilities. Two of these may be ruled out for trivial reasons. Three others can be ruled out either by a code-theoretic argument or from the fact that any adjunction of the necessary glue vectors will introduce additional minimal vectors and thereby alter the structure of the initial root lattice. While these arguments are not needed for the complete enumeration of our genus, we include brief versions of them in Appendix A for completeness sake. Section 3 deals with the constructions of the even unimodular lattices from the 14 remaining admissible root lattices. In Section 4 we argue via modular forms that the 14 constructed lattices are all those which contain minimal vectors. From the results of Sections 1-4, it follows that there must be at least one unimodular lattice with empty root system. In Section 5 we produce a lattice with empty root system and prove its uniqueness. Appendix B gives a brief discussion of extremal lattices in dimensions < 20, and Appendix C deals with the classification of the lattices via theta series (of degree G2). Finally, in Appendix D we discuss the group theoretical structure of the automorphism group of the empty root system lattice.
The methods of this paper should be applicable to the study of even unimodular lattices over other real quadratic fields. We shall pursue this in future works.
BASIC NOTIONS
An m-dimensional quadratic lattice L (abbreviated lattice), over an algebraic number field F is a free module of rank m over the ring R of integers of F, which is endowed with a symmetric bilinear form B(x, y). Unless otherwise mentioned (e.g., when treating dual lattices), our lattices will be integral, i.e., B(x, y) E R. Lattices will be nondegenerate in the sense that for any R-basis {ui ,..., u,} the inner product matrix (B(ui, u,) ) has nonzero determinant. By abuse of language, we shall refer to the discriminant d(L) of L as the element det(R(u;, u,)) in R instead of its coset modulo R"'. The lattice L is unimodular if d(L) E R", and is euen if the diagonal entries of (B(ui, uj)) lie in 2R. For F totally real, L is positioe definite if its inner product matrix is. Equivalently, L is positive definite if the quadratic form Q(x) = B(x, x) represents totally positive numbers for all nonzero x E L. In general, our lattices will always be even positive definite. A vector x E L is called a minimal vector or 2-vector when Q(x) = 2. We use e(L) to denote the order of the orthogonal group O(L) of L. The terms automorphism group, orthogonal group, and unit group are often used interchangeably. tal unit (1 + $)/2
We reserve the symbol E to represent the fundamenin a;P(>). Unexplained notations and terminology about quadratic forms can generally be found in [OM].
ANALYTIC MASS FORMULAS
The main theorem in Siegel's analytic theory of quadratic forms is a local-global relation. On the one side it is a global statement about the (weighted) average number of representations of one form by another, and on the other side it is an infinite product of local data consisting of p-adic representation densities relative to these two forms. Thus, one may indeed say that "on the average there is a strong local-global principle for integral representations of forms by forms." Formulating it for the definite case, let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree 6 = [F: Q] and discriminant d, and R the ring of integers in F. Let L, K be two positive definite integral R-lattices of rank m, n and volume vL, vK, respectively. The analytic mass of the genus of L is given by
where {L, ,..., L,,} is a set of distinct representatives of the isometry classes in the genus of L. Let A(L,, K) denote the number of isometries of K into Li so that A(L,, Li) = e (L,) . The weighted average number of representations of K by L is defined by
To explain the other side of Siegel's theorem, let p be a finite prime of F, A,.(L, K) the number of modulo pa distinct R-linear maps f: K -+ L such that B(fx, fv) = B(x, y) mod pa, and N(p) the number of residue classes mod p. The p-adic representation density of K by L is given by
Siegel showed that this sequence of congruential measures stabilizes. Hence, the limit is already given by a congruential measure for a sufficiently large modulus p". The a,,,,, in (1.3) is Kronecker's delta. Now, clearly this local density is unaltered by any replacement of L' or K' from the genus of L, K. The a-adic density is defined analogously as the limit of the quotient of two volume integrals. We do not pursue the details here and refer the reader to Siegel's article [Si] . Instead we just state the result, namely:
See [Si, Hilfssatz 721. For our work we shall need two special cases: (i) K= L, and (ii) rank(K) = n = 1. In the latter case we shall utilize Siegel's theory from the viewpoint of modular forms which we discuss later. For the former case we specialize to F= Q(,/?) and L and even unimodular lattice and obtain:
Siegel's main theorem states that
where the product is over all the discrete primes, and f = f for m = n + 1, f=l form>n+1,f=2'~"form=n=1,f=2~6form=n>1.Specializing to our case we have:
Let L be an even unimodular lattice of dimension m over e mass for the genus of L is given by where cF(. ) is the Dedekind zeta function.
Proof
We only have to consider the local densities at discrete primes. At non-dyadic primes Siegel had already computed them in [Si, p. 5133 and obtained
At the dyadic prime 2R we use [Pf] to obtain:
The mass formula follows upon letting L = K, putting the local densities into Siegel's theorem (1.5), and using Euler's identity for [F(s) .
While the proposition does not mention it, we know that even unimodular lattices only exist for dimensions m = 0 (mod 4). In fact, this holds for any real quadratic field F= Q(h) where p is a prime congruent to 1 (mod 4). This can be shown both analytically and algebraically. Analytically, one considers the theta series of an even unimodular lattice over F and one looks at its transformation property with respect to the matrix (; ",-, ) where o is the fundamental unit. Algebraically, one looks at the 2-adic decomposition of L(,,. Since the discriminant d(L(,,) of L,,, is a square unit, and 2 is unramilied in F, a contradiction results for m = 2 (mod 4).
We list some numerical values for the mass. Let M, denote the mass for the genus of rank m.
M, = 4-%(2))2 553 nf= 1 7cir-*(i/2) The order of the automorphism group of Maass' quaternary even unimodular lattice F4 was computed to be 26 32 5'. Hence, Proposition 1 verifies that F4 is the unique lattice of that dimension. In dimension 8, the orders of the unit groups of the two lattices E, and F4 I F4 are respectively 214 35 52 7 and 2(26 3' 52)2. Since the sum of the reciprocals gives exactly the value M,, we have verified Maass' result [M, Satz 41 that says these two lattices are the only ones in their genus. While the value for M,, suggests that the number of lattices in this genus is small, the value for M,, indicates that there are at least 3.7 million different even unimodular lattices of dimension 16.
ROOT SYSTEMS AND COXETER NUMBERS
Let L be a 1Zdimensional even unimodular lattice over Q(3), L, = (XE L: Q(x) = 2) the root system of L, and R, the root lattice generated by L,. If L, is decomposed into irreducible root systems, then R, decomposes into an orthogonal sum of indecomposable sublattices generated by the irreducible constituents. Over Q it is well known that, up to rank 12, the only irreducible root systems are:
A, (1 <n< 12), D, (4<nn 12), E, (6sn~8) ).
These systems remain irreducible over Q(d).
It was shown by Mimura [Mi] that over Q(,,&) these classical root systems together with an additional family of three "new" root systems F, (2 <n <4), explained below, are all the irreducibles. By abuse of notation we shall use A,, D,, E,,, F,, to denote both the root systems as well as the root lattices they generate.
The new root lattices F2, F3, F4 are respectively given by the following inner product matrices:
where E is the fundamental unit. We have the following For an irreducible root system P, the Coxeter number y(P) is defined as the order of the product in the Weyl group of the fundamental reflections S,, where u ranges over a basis of the root system. Since our root systems all have roots of the same length, one finds that y(P) is equal to Card( P)/rank( P). Thus, we have ~(4) = n + 1, W,) = 2(n -l), y(Ed = 12, W,) = 18, y (E,) While it is remarkable that these 24 distinct root systems yield precisely the 24 distinct quadratic form classes in 24 variables, why these specific systems gave unimodular lattices seems rather mysterious. It was Venkov [V] who gave meaning to this list. Using the theory of modular forms with spherical coefficients, he showed that in a 24-dimensional even unimodular lattice over &p the following hold:
(a) the Z-rank of any nonzero root lattice must be maximal (i.e., has rank 24), and (b) every irreducible root system in a nonzero root lattice must (2.5) have the same Coxeter number.
Indeed, based on these two crucial properties he presented an elegant simplification of the Leech-Niemeier-Witt classicification. In fact, the 24 root systems that yield unimodular lattices are the only ones that are "admissible" under properties (a) and (b). To prove (a) and (b) Venkov used the well-known fact that there is no cusp form of weight 14 for the full modular group X,(Z).
In our Hilbert modular case, an analogous proof does not directly apply, since by Gundlach's [G] structural theory for the graded ring of Hilbert modular forms over Q(a), there exist nontrivial cusp forms of every even weight greater than or equal to six. Nevertheless, we shall be able to prove below, using an algebraic argument, that the analogous statements for both (a) and (b) in our 1Zdimensional setting over Q(,,&) remain valid. On the other hand, while in the rational case conditions (a) and (b) also imply the existence of a lattice, the same turns out to be not the case over a(d).
We begin by noting that E,/? is a totally positive generator for the different of F= a(>).
Suppose L is an even unimodular Z[s]-lattice of rank m with bilinear form B, and quadratic form Q. We let Lo be the same set as L but viewed as a 2m-dimensional Z-lattice with respect to the bilinear form B, (and quadratic form Q,,) given by:
We assert that (L,, B,) is an even unimodular Z-lattice of rank 2m with twice the number of 2-vectors of L. Evenness follows from the fact that To see unimodularity, note first tat &IX,, = (FL),, so that
Here and we see that
The first line of (2.8) shows that we may specialize to the effects of the @-map on the irreducible root systems because &,, = RQCL1) I ... . We say Lj is of old type if it is a root system of type A,, D,, or E,; otherwise, L, is of new type. Suppose Lj is old. Then (2.8) shows that @(Lj) = LJ I ELM which implies that R aw.,) = 2 x RL,.
We discuss the new types separately. Suppose Lj = F2 = Z [E] Contrary to Venkov's approach to the classical case, however, not every one of the above 20 configurations will necessarily correspond to an even unimodular Z[s]-lattice. It is clearly a necessary condition that the discriminant of the root lattice be a perfect square. Hence, we can immediately rule out the cases for: A, @D, and A,,. We shall briefly show in Appendix A that 3A,, A, @ 4F,, and 20, can also be ruled out. This leaves exactly 15 remaining possibilities, and we shall see in the next sections that each of these cases does lead to a lattice over Q(d).
While it is very pretty to have exactly 24 lattices in 24 dimensions over Q, our number 15 is aesthetically less natural. However, one can observe that our 15 lattices L correspond precisely to twelve distinct lattices Q (L) 
LATTICES WITH ROOT SYSTEMS AND THEIR AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS
We shall construct in this section an even unimodular lattice over O(Js) f or each of the 14 admissible nonempty root systems described in Section 2. We will treat the empty root system lattice in Section 5. The method of construction is based on Kneser's neighborhood trick, also referred to as the gluing process. This process must be applied very carefully in some cases so that no new minimal vectors are introduced into the resulting lattice. The possibility that new minimal vectors can occur (and alter the root system) is only a problem when one root system is contained in another root system. This is the case for some of our admissible root systems. The root system 3F, contains the systems 12A,, 6A,, 2A, @2F,, 6F,, and 30,. The root system D,, contains 4A, and 30,. While we have been unable thus far to prove theoretically that the gluing process does not introduce new minimal vectors in these "nonmaximal" root systems, thanks to M. Pohst's more efficient computer program it was checked that in each of the cases the number of minimal vectors is indeed the predicted value given by the original root systems.
Since the root systems of the constructed lattices generate root lattices of maximal rank the automorphism groups are closely related to their reflection groups. The orders of these orthogonal groups can be computed in a straightforward manner theoretically [CS] , although in practice the resolution of a small factor of the group order requires the assistance of a computer. We take the fatalistic view that learning to live with computers-at least for some phases of mathematics-is becoming increasingly unavoidable!
To compute e(L), we decompose the root lattice into indecomposables R,=L, I...IL, (corresponding to the irreducible constituents of the root system of L). Then the elements of O(L) permute the components Lj. Let G,(L) be the factor group of O(L) by the normal subgroup S(L) consisting of those elements which fix all the Lj. The elements of G,(L) can therefore be regarded as automorphisms that give different permutations of the Lj. These automorphism must, of course, respect the ADEF-type of the Lj, so that if we reassemble the components of R, as where the Li are of distinct types, then G,(L) can be identified as a subgroup of the product of the symmetric groups S,,,..., S,,. Let G,,(L) be the normal subgroup of S(L) consisting of those elements which, for all i, leave every coset in L"/L, fixed. Here L# is the dual lattice of Li. Clearly, G,(L) is the direct product of the G, (L,) , and the G, (L,) may be computed independent of L. Let G 1 (L) be the factor group S( L)/G, ( L) . The elements in G,( Li) are represented by automorphisms of L, which give distinct permutations of the cosets in LX/L,. While G,(L,) may be computed independent of L, G,(L) is only a subgroup of the product of G,( Li) and so must be computed separately for each L. If we denote g,(L) = 1 G,(L) ) forARIA,. Over &p one knows it is isomorphic to Z/(n + 1 )Z and is generated by the vector Over CD(&) it becomes simply (Z/(n + 1)Z + Z/(n + 1) ZE)U.
DfilDn.
Over Q it is given by n/4nu
if n is odd n/2nu+n/2nv
if n is even, where U, ~3 are defined by Over Q($) the factor group is then
if n is even.
E,#lE,. (n/3n + n/3nc)u, where II = f (1: ei -2(e, + eb)). E7#/E,. (n/22 + z/zzE)U, where u = f (CT ej -3(e, + 6~~)).
FF/F?. Since N(d(F,))= N(3 -E)= 5, the factor group must be isomorphic to Z/577 and is generated by the vector
where throughout the rest of this paper a will denote the vector +((l +c)e, +(l -E)(eZ +e, +e4)).
Addition is performed, of course, modulo F,. With the help of [CS] We now construct the even unimodular lattices in order of decreasing Coxeter numbers.
(I) R, = 3F,. This is already unimodular. Its automorphism group has order e(L) = g,g, g, = (26 3* 52)3. 1 * 3! = 219 37 56.
(II) R, = Es @ F4. This is also unimodular. Its automorphism group has order e(L) = (214 35 5* 7)(26 3* 5*). 1 . 1 = 2*O 3' 54 7.
(III) R, = D,*. D12 is generated by (el -e2,..., e,, f e12}. We have N(d(D12)) =N(4)= 16 and the order of any subgroup generated by the action of Z [E] on a single coset of the factor group is 4. Hence the adjunction of just one glue vector from the dual lattice DE which is not a generalized 2-vector should be sufficient to obtain the even unimodular lattice L. An even integral vector from the dual lattice whose quadratic norm is of the form 2~~~ is called a generalized 2-vector. We adjoin the vector w=(l +&)U+&V which has Q(w) = 6 + 8~.
A basis for L is {e2 -e3 ,..., e,, f e,,, w}. The inner product matrix with respect to this basis has determinant d(L) = 2 + 3~ = c4.
The automorphism group has order e(L) = (211 12!). g, * 1. To see g,, we note that the only nontrivial automorphism in G,(L) maps the vector w onto z=(~+E)u+v.
If ZEL, then z-w=(l-E)V is in L and has quadratic norm 2 --E which is not an even integer in Z [E] . This gives g, = 1 and e(L) = 2*' 3' 5* 7 11.
(IV) R, = 2E,. Let E6 denote the second copy of E6 using orthonorma1 basis system {e!}. Unprimed entities refer to the first E6 component and primed ones to Ed. Again, we need to adjoin just one vector which is not a generalized 2-vector. Let w = EU + s3u'. Then L has a basis (w, e2 -e3, e3 -e4, e4 -e5, e7 -e,, +(e, +e, +e, -e4 -e5 -e6 +e, -es), e; -e;, e; -e;, e; -e&, eh -e;, e; -ek, +(e;+e;+e;--e&-e;-eb+ e; -ek)} with discriminant 1 + E = E 2. We have g, = (2' 34 5)2, g, = 2 = g? yielding e (L) We have Q(Z) = Q(z') = Q(z") = Q(z"') = 5 E', Q(w,) = Q(w*) = 14c4, and 4~1, w,)= 7~~. Adjoining the vectors wr, w2 to R,, L has a basis {a, e, -e2, e, -e3, LX', e; -e;, e; -e;, e;l-e;, el-e;, er -ey, e;, -ey, w,, w2} and discriminant 5 + 8s = s6.
Since g,(F3) = 1, we have e(L) = (23 3 5)4. 1 . g, where g, divides 1 S, 1. In fact, g, = 12. To see this, note first that w2 is left invariant by S,. The permutation (132) maps w, onto z" + EZ + s'z' = EWE -2s~" E L, and (234) maps w, onto z + EZ" + E'Z" = s(w2 -wi) + 2&z" E L. Since (132) and (234) generate the alternating group Ah,, g, > 12. If G,(L) were all of S4, then the transposition (12) applied to w, implies that
But the latter vector has quadratic norm 7, contradicting the eveness of L. Therefore, e(L) = 214 3' 54.
(VI) R, = D, 0 2F3. N(d(R,)) = 162, so that again two glue vectors are needed. Let F; be the second copy of F,. We need to clarify the usage of the vector u here. Let U, V denote respectively the vectors U, u in D,#/D,, and let u (and u') be the usual vector in Ff/F3 (resp. Ff/F;).
Take the glue vectors w1 =u+&U+V, w2 =u'+C+(l +&)U.
Then Q(w,)=6+4s, Q(wz)=6e2, and B(w,,w,)=2+~. L has a basis p,-. e,, e, -e3, e; -e;, e; -e;, 2, -Z2 ,..., t?, -Z6, 2, + Z,, wl, w2} where is the orthonormal system used for D,+ The discriminant of L is 2 -; 3E = E4.
The only possible nontrivial contribution to G,(L) can come from the D, component. Let this automorphism be #I and so fi(U)=U+V and /!l(V) = -ii.
We then have w, -B(wi) = (2-s)& which has quadratic norm ee4, contradicting the evenness of L. Hence g,(L) = 1. One readily sees that g,(L) = 2, so that e(L) = (25 6!)(23 3 5)2. 1.2 = 216 34 j3.
(VII) R, = A9 6 F3. We shall use { e[} for the orthonormal system for F3, so that F3 = (a', e; -e;, e; -e;). Let u be the generator for At/A9 and U' for Fr/F3. Choose w = ( -1 + 2s)~ + U' which has Q(w) = 10 + 8s. Then L has a basis {e, -e3 ,..., e9 -elo, a', e; -e;, e; -e;, w} and discriminant 2 -E = sP2.
One readily sees that g,(L) =2, so that e(L) = (10!)(23 3 5) x 2 9 1 = 212 3s 53 7.
(VIII) R, = 2A,. Let Ad denote the second copy of A6 and u' the generator for Ak#/Ab. We just need one glue vector, which may be taken to be W=E-'u+E~u'.
Lattice L has a basis {el -e2 ,..., e6 -e7, e', -e; ,..., e; -e;, w} and discriminant 5 + 8s = .$'.
Let Lattice L has a basis {e2 -e3, e3 -e4, e; -e;, e; -e;, e; &ek, e;-eg, e;-el, e;'+e;, w,, w2, w3} and discriminant 2 + 3~ = e4.
G,(D,) z &, so that G,(L) is a subgroup of the product of three copies of S3. With the help of a computer, one deduces that g,(L) = 3, and the two nontrivial elements in G,(L) are obtained as follows. Let #I, 6, /I', a', and /P', a" be the two 3-cycles in G1(D4), G,(D;), and G,(Di), respectively. Then the two elements are /?/?'/I", and 6 6' 6". G,(L) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S,, and one readily calculates it to be all of S,. Hence e(L) = (23 4!)3 3.6 = 219 3'.
(X)
'k' R, = 6F,. Let Ki"' (1 d k < 6) be the six copies of F, and F:k) = e'k) _ e'k)) using {etk'} for an orthonormal system for the kth copy. $ ;'k)ldenoFe the generaior for the cyclic group F$k)*/Flk).
Set uhk) = 0, u\k) = U(k), u&k) = 2U'kJ + ,cu(kJ, u$kJ = -u$kJ, u:kJ = -U(k) -Ex(kJ.
These are then the coset representatives for Fik)"/Ey,"). We shall need three glue vectors to get an even unimodular lattice L. We take Lattice L has a basis {c("', e(l')-ei'), c("', ei2'-ei2), u(3), e~"-e$", ei") -ek4), e\" -eL5), e\") -ei6), u'i, M'*, w3} and discriminant 1.
Let /?'k' denote the nontrivial automorphism in G,(Fik)). With the computer's help, one deduces that G,(L) = { 1, nz=, /?'k'J, and G, (L) Hence e(L)=(2.5)62. 120=2'"3 5'. (XI) R, = 2A, @ 2F,. Let A',, F2 be the second copy of each type. We use U, U for the generators of Af/A, and F2#/F,, respectively. Similarly, use U' and U' for the second copies. The orthonormal system corresponding to each irreducible root system is set in the same manner. Set U, = u and (r < 4), and similarly set up the U: (r< 4). Let Uj be the vectors in Ff/F2 described in the construction for 6F,, and choose the z$ similarly. We take the glue vectors w, =z41 +u;+u, +u;, w2 = UI +&ii& + 22, + 27;.
Lattice L has a basis {e, -e3, e, -e4, e4 -e5, e; -e;, e; -e;, e; -e>, ei,--e;, 2, -Fe,, Cc', I?-&, w,, w2} and discriminant 5 -3s = sP4. Let /I, 6 be the nontrivial automorphisms in G,(A,) and G,(F2) respectively. Similarly, use /I', 6'. After ruling out the other possibilities one deduces that G,(L) = { 1, b/I' 6 S'} so that g,(L)=2.
It can be argued that the only nontrivial element in G,(L) is the automorphism which permutes both the A,'s and the F2)s. Hence g,(L) = 2. Thus e(L) = (5!)2(2. 5)2 2.2 = 21° 32 54.
(XII) R, = 4A,. Let A$&' be the kth copy of A,. We need to adjoin two glue vectors. We have the generator u@' for the dual quotient A$k)#/Ahk', as usual. Set Note that ~=t(e'1~'+el')-e~')-e~l)). Lattice L has a basis {eii)--e$", e$')-e$'), e$'J-ei'), e12'-e$2), ei2'-ei2), (2) _ e'2' ~:imin~n; ~~~~~~p~~2.
(3)-ei3), e$'"-ei4), ei4'-ei4', wl, w2} and has disIf /I(") denotes the nontrivial automorphism in Gl(Aik'), then a direct calculation shows that G,(L) = (1, nz=, PCk)}, giving g,(L) = 2. As in construction (I'), one can show that G,(L) = Alt,, and so g,(L) = 12. Hence e(L) = (4!)4 2.12 = 215 35.
(XIII) R, = 6A,.
Let Aik) be the kth copy of A,. Since N(d(6A2)) = 96 and every coset in the factor group generates a subgroup of order 9 under the Z[s]-action, we shall need three glue vectors. Let Aik)= (e, (k) -e$k), eik) -e&Q) and u c&j be the generator of the dual quotient. We need to find a suitable 3-dimensional subspace of the GF(9)-space WJR, where W, is the dual lattice of 6A,. The finite field GF (9) (Ul, b, ,. .., u6, 66) = (61, a, + h,..., b,, a6 + be).
The first condition in (3.1) translates into the statement that the Hamming weight of the associated 1Ztuple is congruent to 0 (mod 3). An elementary argument shows that the conditions (3.1), together with the fact that glue vectors may not introduce generalized 2-vectors into the lattice, imply that in fact the Hamming weight is > 3. A theorem of Pless [Pl] then says that an even unimodular 12-dimensional lattice L of root system 6A, when regarded as a subspace L/R, of WJR, with the latter identified with GF(3)'* is tantamount to the existence of a (12,6)-code over GF(3) with minimal nonzero Hamming weight 6, the so-called ternary Golay code. By the same theorem of Pless, the nonzero coordinate indices of the minimal weight vectors of this code form a Steiner triple S(5, 6, 12). Using the defining properties of such a Steiner system, a basis for such a code was found which consists of codewords of weight 6. The corresponding glue vectors are Lattice L has a basis { e$" -ii1 ', e$" -ei2', ey' -ei3', e\"' -ei4', ey' -ei4', e(15) _ eh5', ,JW_ e(5' 3 3 ei"' _ e(6) 2 3 e2 (6) _ e(6' 3 9 WI, w2, 2 + 3E = E4.
w3}, and discriminant
If PC"' is the nontrivial automorphism in G, (Aik'), then a direct calculation shows that G,(L) = { 1, I'Jz = ' fi'"'}, giving g,(L) = 2. Using the computer, it was found that G, (L) Lattice L has a basis {ei') -e(z'), ei2) -eQ), e\') -ei3), ei6) -ei6), ei7) -e$'l), e1 (')-e$*), WI, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6>, and discriminant 13 + 21& = &'. Clearly, g,(L) = 1. Computer calculations show that g,(L) = 660, so that we have e(L)=(2!)12 1*660=21435
11. This completes the constructions of the 14 admissible nonempty root systems. Upon summing the reciprocals of the order of the orthogonal groups, we obtain Remark. This may suggest that there is just one remaining lattice in our genus whose automorphism group has order 2" 34 53 7 = 72,576,OOO. However, a number l/A may well be expressed as l/A i + .. + l/A,. For instance, 1 1 1 2'034537=2143453711 +21434511'
We have not yet proved the uniqueness of each lattice associated to the 14 admissible root systems described above. In the next section we shall use a version of Siegel's theorem, via Hilbert modular forms, to show that there can be no further lattice in our genus containing any minimal vectors. This will imply, in particular, that the lattices constructed above are indeed unique to their root systems. In Section 5 not only shall we construct a lattice with empty root system, we also prove its uniqueness. Consequently, its unit group must have order 72,576,OOO.
THETA FUNCTIONS
Let H be the upper half plane. We let * be used to denote both the nontrivial Q-automorphism on Q($) and the canonical involution on HZ given by (z,, z2 Then g(z) is skew-symmetric with the same weight. According to Gundlach's [G] structural theory for the ring of Hilbert modular forms for O(d), g must be the product of x5x,5 with an isobaric polynomial in Gz, G6, and x: where the x;s are certain cusp forms of weight j and G, is the Eisenstein series of weight i. Because the weight of xsxls is already 20, g must be identically zero. Hence f must be symmetric.
We introduce the notation
In this notation, a modular form is symmetric if and only if the Fourier coefficients of the terms [a, b] and [a, a-b] agree for every totally positive integer a + be. Consequently, when writing a modular form of even weight less than 20, we first pair the terms [a, b] and [a, u-b] and then arrange the pairs in lexicographic order. In particular, the Eisenstein series of weight 2 has Fourier expansion By Gundlach [G] , the dimension of the space of Hilbert modular forms of weight six is 2. The space is generated by the Eisenstein series G6 and the normalized cusp form given by Therefore a theta function O,(z) of a lattice can be uniquely expressed as e,(z) = G&l + B&z), and the coefficient flL is determined by the value of cL( 1). In fact,
Suppose L has no minimal vectors, then pL = -9, and using (4.3) we get CL(2) = 23 33 52 7 = 37,800, c,(2 + E) = 2' 33 5 7 = 120,960.
From (4.4), we have a(2) = 2c,(2) + c,(2 + E) = 196, 560 which is the number of vectors of quadratic norm 4 in the Leech lattice. One sees then that the theta function of any empty root system 12-dimensional lattice over Q($) restricts along the diagonal to the theta function of the Leech lattice. This phenomenon holds more generally. We have:
LEMMA 6. For any unimodular lattice L of rank m over CD(d) and LO the corresponding descended Z-lattice of rank 2m described in Section 2, their theta functions are related by 6,(z) Id = O,,(s).
One may also discuss the relationship between Siegel modular forms and Hilbert modular forms as done, for instance, in [Ha, RS] . Since the lattices in 24-dimensions over Z are classified by their theta functions of degree four [Cos] one should expect, based on the algebraic considerations in Section 2, that the 12-dimensional even unimodular lattices over Q(d) shall be classified by their theta functions of degree two. This is indeed the case (see Appendix C) . Thus, in both of these instances we see that Conjecture C of [H] is satisfied, with a little breathing room to spare.
THE EMPTY ROOT SYSTEM LATTICE
In this section we shall prove the existence of an empty root system 12-dimensional even unimodular lattice over Q(3) independent of Siegel's theory. We also prove its uniqueness.
We first need a lattice-theoretic lemma. Toward this end, let L be a free R-lattice of rank 2r where R is the ring of integers in some number field F. Let P = ~LR be a principal prime ideal and F(P) = R/P the residue field having N(P) elements. We assume that (P, vL) = 1. Since we shall be dealing also with fields of characteristic two in this section, we adopt the "continental" convention regarding bilinear and quadratic forms. Thus a quadratic form q: L + R and its associated bilinear form b are connected by b(x, y) =q(x+ y)-q(x)--(y) and b(x, x) = 2q(x). Now if q is nondegenerate on L, then q induces a nondegenerate quadratic form 4: z = L/PL + F(P). Let 6 be the induced bilinear form on z. We assume that E is hyperbolic, i.e., z=A@A' where q(A)=q(A')=O and A=A', A'=A'l with respect to 5. In our application the prime ideal P will be dyadic. Let B be a F(P)-subspace of A" for some n E N and B' = A'" n B' with respect to ti" (the sum of 6 acting on the coordinate pairs). Put C= B@ B'. Then q"(C) = 0, C = Cl. It is clear that
One defines the lattice J= {UEL": CE C) and a new quadratic form to be f=;q.:
To see that f is integral is equivalent to showing that q"(1) = 0. But, this is equivalent to q"(C) = 0 which is true as mentioned above.
Let Lr, J,# be the dual lattices with respect to the quadratic forms q, f:
Proofi From the diagram on the right, one sees that the lemma would follow from the following two equalities: To prove (2), note that if u E JT, then b,r(u, J) c R, i.e., b(u, J) G TCR and --this means that Jf" GJ,". Suppose next that x, y EJ. Then x, ye C which is totally singular so that 6"(X, ~7) = 0, i.e., br(x, y) E R. Hence Jz J,#. We get We now apply this lemma to a construction which is analogous to socalled Construction A of Leech and Sloane [LS] in coding theory, but which according to Quebbemann [Q] traces back to at least Eichler [E] . We follow along the line of [Q], applied to a(& . Let L be any unimodular even lattice over UB( ,r' 5) of rank m. Then L is hyperbolic over F(P). We choose B as the diagonal of A", i.e., From its construction, the lattice J is even. From Lemma 7, we know that J is unimodular. Now we show that under suitable conditions J has no minimal vectors. Let z= (zi ,..., Z,)E J. Write zi =x + yi, XE A, yi EA'. If N(f(z)) = 1, then f(z) = a2 for some unit 6. Upon replacing z by 6-lz, we may assume tat f(z) = 1, i.e., q"(z) = C q(z,) = n. If no zi vanishes, then it follows from the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric means that
Suppose rc is a rational prime p. Then N(P) = p2, so that (5.2) provides a contradiction whenever n > p. For such n, some zi must vanish, implying that zi = yi for every i. . This contradiction shows that whenever n > p the even unimodular lattice (J, f) constructed above will have no minimal vectors. (Here z is a minimal vector when b(x, x)=2.) Now, taking L to be the unique quaternary even unimodular lattice F4 and rc = 2 we see that for every n > 3 there exists an even unimodular lattice over gP(,/?) of rank 4n which has an empty root system.
We now show that for m = 12 such an empty root system lattice is unique up to isometry. The trick is based on an argument using neighbor lattices first employed by Venkov [V] . For the remainder of this section we revert back to our usual convention for bilinear and quadratic forms. Let K be an even 1Zdimensional unimodular lattice over CD(d) with no minimal vectors. We will prove that K must be isometric to J. We know from Section 4 that any two such empty root system lattices must have the same theta functions, so that K must have vectors of quadratic norm 8. Let u E K and Q(U) = 8. Then u is primitive and the lattice where
is a 2-neighbor of K. Since Q(u/2) = 2, M has a nontrivial root system. Hence A4 must be isometric to one of the 14 lattices specified in Theorem 4.
LEMMA 8. The root system of a lattice M, as constructed above, is R, = 12A,.
Proof Recall that K,, is the set K but viewed as a Z-lattice with respect to the descended quadratic structure .
Since K,, has h-rank 24 and empty root system, it must be isometric to the Leech lattice. As u is also primitive in K,,, we can also construct the neighbor K,(u) = B f + (K,),, where
One sees easily that (EC,), = (K,),. This implies that M0 = K,,(u). But, as in Venkov [V] , one knows that the root system of K,(v) is 24A,. Since the only lattice in Section 2 which descends to the Z-lattice with root system 24A, is the Z[s]-lattice with root system 12A,, we see that R, must be 12A,.
Since the property of being neighborly is clearly symmetric, we may view K as a 2-neighbor of M, i.e., K = M(u) for some u E M. Since A4 has root system 12A, and we know from Section 4 that this lattice is unique, we can choose a basis { w, ,..., u',* } for A4 where B(w;, wi) = 0 for i # j and Q(wi) = 4 and C (ak + bks) wk EM, ak, b, E Z, if and only if (a,, b, ,..., aIz, b,,) mod 2 is a codeword in an extended binary Golay code. We can now write u = C (ak + bkE)wk. We will show that all the ak and b, are odd integers. By an argument similar to one above, (M(u) ), = M,(u) . Suppose ak or bk is even. Note that B,(u, 2~1,) = ak and &(u, 2,s~~) = 6,. In case ak is even, 2w, E M,(u) . In case 6, is even, 2s~~ E M,(u) . Both cases are impossible because Q(2wk) = 2 = Q(2.5~~) and (M(u) )~ is the Leech lattice. Hence all the ak and b, are odd. Since u is defined modulo 2M, we may assume that all ak = bk = 1. In other words, K = M(u) where u = (l+E)Cwk.
This proves that any empty root system lattice is isometric to this fixed lattice M(u) . Therefore the desired uniqueness is proved.
Summarizing, we obtain THEOREM 9. Let m = 4n. For each n > 3 there exists an even unimodular lattice over Q(d) h aving no vectors of quadratic norm 2. Furthermore, in dimension 12 there is, up to isometry, precisely one such lattice, and its automorphism group has order 72, 576, 000. Comparing Corollary 3 and Theorem 10 one sees that the following 5 root system configurations did not yield even unimodular lattices: 3A,, A4 04F,, A, @D5, 2D6, and A,,. The root systems A, @D5 and A,, were ruled out from the obvious discriminant consideration. We now briefly discuss the other three cases.
(1) R, = 2D6. Since N(d(2D,))= 162, it would be necessary to adjoin two glue vectors to the root lattice to obtain a unimodular Z[c]-lattice. Moreover, all linear combinations over Z[s] of these two glue vectors must also be even vectors and not congruent to a generalized 2-vector modulo R,. Let Dk denote the second copy and all primed entities refer to this copy. Let U, v be the generators of the dual quotient D$/D6. Then Q(u) = Q(d) = $, Q(v) = Q(v') = 1, and B(u, u)=B(u', v')= -4. We take the elements of Z/2Z[c] as {E-~, so, cl, E'). Suppose the two glue vectors are expressed as with all exponents in { -00, 0, 1, 2). Since Q(w,) should be integral, i, = i,.; similarly, j, = j,,. A case-by-case argument for the value of i, always leads to a contradiction.
We illustrate one such case. Suppose i, # -co. Multiplying w, by a suitable power of E, we may assume that i, = 0. Take the case of j, = 1. Then with m, nE ( -co, 0, 1, 2) and Q(E~u+~"v') E (0, 1, 2, Ed, e4, 2s2, 2s4, 3c2, 2+s, 3 +4e) Hence either evenness is violated or else the initial root system configuration is altered. This proves that 20, is not admissible. (i) the minimal weight of any nonzero codeword is 3; (ii) if a codeword has weight 3, then the first coordinate is nonzero and one of the other nonzero coordinates is 1 or 4 and the final nonzero coordinate is 0; (iii) if a codeword has weight 4, then the first coordinate is 0; (iv) if a codeword has weight 5, then two of the last four coordinates come from { 1,4} and the other two come from (2, 3).
One can then argue that no such severely restricted code exists. Basically, if a basis did exist that satisfies the conditions, there would always have to exist two linearly independent weight 4 codewords, but this is precluded by conditions (i)-(iii).
APPENDIX B: EXTREMAL LATTICES
Motivated by the method of algebraic descent in Section 5, we define an even unimodular lattice L, over C!(d) of rank m to be extremal if the descended Z-lattice L, is extremal in the conventional sense, i.e., if the following equality holds:
We see below that extremal lattices over Q(fi) exist at least in dimensions 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 . In fact, the minimal quadratic norm in each such dimension < 20 is rational. It is possible that even (type (II)) extremal Z-lattices may generally be realized as the descents of extremal lattices over Q (G) .
For m = 4, clearly F4 is extremal since (FJ,, = I&. For m = 8, (2F,), = (E,), = 2&. Hence both 2F, and E8 are extremal. At m = 12, let 9 denote the empty root system lattice described in Section 5. Then (Y),, is the Leech lattice and so 9 is extremal. For m = 16, 20 we know from Theorem 9 that there are lattices in these dimensions having no vectors of quadratic norm 2. It follows then that their descended lattices are extremal Z-lattices of rank 32, 40, respectively.
To explain the part about rational minima we need to look at their theta function expansions. For m = 12, we have already seen in Section 4 that e,(z) = G&l -9 x&) Again, both vectors of quadratic norm 4 and 4 + 2~ exist, and the rational minimum is 4.
For m = 20, the space A,,, has dimension three and is spanned by G,,, G4x6, and the cusp form xl,,. Every theta function is expressible as e,(z) = Gdz) + (cd1 I-d%% 1 G&J xdz) + 6Lxdz). If ~~(2) =O, then cJ2 +F) = 39, 600. On the other hand, if c,(2 +s) =O, then ~~(2) = 19, 800. Furthermore, if we write 0,,(s) = C aLo ezninj, then formular (4.4) shows that ~~"(2) = 39, 600 which is the leading nontrivial Fourier coefficient of an extremal theta function of weight 20 in the elliptic case. This is the smallest dimension where the minimal quadratic norm might not be rational. It would be interesting to see whether or not such a lattice exists.
APPENDIX C: CLASSIFICATION BY THETA FUNCTIONS
We show here that the isometry class of an even 12-dimensional unimodular lattice over a ($) is classified by its theta function of degree two (and hence also its degree three theta function), verifying Conjecture C of [H] in this particular instance.
Since the dimension of Hilbert modular forms of weight 6 is two, the theta function 0,(z) is uniquely determined by its number, cL( 1 ), of vectors of quadratic norm 2. There are two pairs {E, @ F4, 3F,}, and {2A, 0 2Fz, 6Fz) and a triple {Ay 0 F,, D, @2F,, 4F,} that have the same theta functions.
Let H, be the Siegel upper half space of genus two, i.e., the set of all symmetric complex 2 x 2 matrices with positive definite imaginary parts. Let Sp,(Z[sJ) denote the symplectic modular group of degree two over Z [E] Therefore, e?)(Z) distinguishes the isometry classes within the two pairs and the triple.
APPENDIX D: THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF 6p
In this section we discuss the group theoretical structure of O(9). After our lattice was discovered we learned from a discussion with Ron Solomon about Tits' [T] talk at Durham. In [Tl] , Tits showed that the Leech lattice may also be realized as a descent of a ternary hermitian lattice K over the maximal order o of a quaternion algebra '?I which is everywhere unramified at the finite primes of Q(d).
Since even unimodular quaternary lattices over real quadratic fields Q(h), p = 1 (mod 4), that represent 2 correspond to maximal orders (see 11.1.1, [HH] ), this maximal order must be isometric to the lattice F4. Hence Tits' construction of K is not essentially different from our construction of 9. Now, by the uniqueness of a 1Zdimensional even unimodular lattice with empty root system, they must be isometric. Using this fact and the unitary group structure described by Tits for K, we may characterize the orthogonal group of 2. It turns out that O(8) is the central product of the double cover of the Hall-Janko group with the binary icosahedral group SL,([F,), i.e., O(Y) = 3, x {+l)%m We first briefly recall Tits' construction of K. Fix an e E o with reduced norm nr(e) = 2, e2 = e (mod 2), and e* = e + 1 (mod 2), where * is the main involution of 9I. On '$I' there is the standard hermitian form given by Let Mx, y) = c xi y*, x, y E 213.
B'(x, y) = tr(W, .Y)) E Q(d) be the associated symmetric bilinear form (here tr is the reduced trace).
Take K to be the free left o-module with basisf, = (1, 1, e),fi = (0, e*, e*), f3 = (0, 0, 2). If we scale the bilinear form B' by a factor of 4 and denote it by B, then (K, B) becomes an even unimodular lattice over Q(,,/?) of rank 12 that does not represent 2. Tits proved that the unitary group Aut(K, h) is generated by unitary reflections with respect to short vectors, i.e., vectors x E K with h(x, x) = 4. Furthermore, this group is a perfect central extension of the Hall-Janko simple group by a group of order 2. By a unitary reflection we mean a transformation S,(u)=u-2h(u,x, W, = tr(h(ax, y)) = tr(uh(x, y)).
By the nondegeneracy of the reduced trace, it follows that h(qdx, tjy) = h(x, y), i.e., 4 E Aut(K, h).
Next, consider an element c E o of reduced norm 1. Define the transformation A,.: K -+ K given by left multiplication by c. If x= (x,, x2, x3) E K, then as cx, = cxz = cxJ = C cx, (mod 2) we have n,(x) E K. We also have The orthogonal group O(9) of the empty root system 12-dimensional even unimodular lattice 9 is the central product of the double cover of the Hall-Janko simple group with the binary icosahedral group given by the elements in o of reduced norm 1, i.e., O(Y) =J2 x ( *I) SL,(F,).
